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Recommendations reflect Journal Sentinel/Cap Times investigative findings; expert calls proposed changes 'woefully overdue' ...
After years of failure, Defense Department moves to address sex assault in National Guard
Today it is apparent that Yasser Arafat has no intention of finding a diplomatic solution to bridge Israeli and Palestinian differences. His failure ... of state - despite an eight year record ...
Let Arafat Sink
California lawmakers on Thursday approved the first state-funded guaranteed income plan in the U.S., $35 million for monthly cash payments to qualifying pregnant people and young adults who recently ...
California approves the first state-funded guaranteed income plan in the US
For Arafat , politics ... over the past few years with nothing resembling a regular system of accountability.?), CIA chief George Tenet (?to cover up the CIA?s earlier failure?
An Arab View of Arafat and PA Reform
Bennett is totally opposed to the idea of a Palestinian state and has ... decades following the failure of the so-called Oslo peace process that discredited Yasser Arafat’s hollow rhetoric ...
One-State Crisis: Why Palestinians are Paying for Israeli Ambitions
Now, it is hanging in there despite the self-imposed shut-down in border trade a year ... state. The peculiar rigidities of the DPRK suggest that it is one shock away from a total failure if ...
Is North Korea On the Precipice of State Failure?
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) settled fraud allegations against a space company, Momentus, and the special purpose acquisition company (SPAC), Stable Road, that agreed to take it ...
A space company CEO accused of fraud is fighting to clear his name
Senior Chinese diplomat Wang Yi urged Pakistan to investigate a blast on a bus that killed 13 people, including nine Chinese workers, but stopped short of calling it an attack, according to a post on ...
China senior diplomat urges Pakistan to investigate bus blast
Postponed last year ... a new state of emergency for Tokyo and surrounding prefectures last week and Olympics organisers announced no fans would be allowed at events in those areas. Several big names ...
IOC’s Bach confident of success in Tokyo despite pandemic
For years, Democrats have insisted that they are on the verge of turning Texas blue. With Democratic state legislators fleeing the state, it seems they have finally given up on their dream.
Texas Democrats admit their failure as an opposition party
One of the clients filed a pro se request for a continuance, the decision read. [The attorney] was not responding to her and failed to provide her with documents and information to prepare for trial.
Georgia Attorney of 49 Years Disbarred Over Unpaid Bar Dues, History of Ethics Violations
The five state retirement ... and delayed year-after-year, it is inexcusable. An investigation into the failures to audit—by ORSC, as well as STRS’s failure to demand such audit results ...
Ohio Legislative Oversight Of Five State Pensions Has Epically Failed
Elaine Howle, the California State ... year time limit. According to the State Auditor “Inefficiency and incompetency in Caltrans’ division of human resources contributed significantly to its ...
State auditor finds lots of illegal activity
Teachers have seen plummeting attendance and unparalleled failure rates throughout this year’s remote and hybrid learning. The state is simply throwing money at this issue, hoping students will ...
It's time to bid the pandemic emergency goodbye | Opinion
Alcohol was on the minds of many Alabama lawmakers this year as the legislature ... First and foremost, the state’s General Fund Budget will benefit from the failure of this legislation.
Privatization of ABC stores fails again
Picture: Getty Images Devolution has existed for 22 years now – a generation you might ... that until then had never been satisfied by the state. School boards gave parents a real say in ...
State of education the biggest example of failure of Scottish devolution - Brian Monteith
California lawmakers on Thursday approved the first state-funded guaranteed income plan in the U.S., $35 million for monthly cash payments to qualifying pregnant people and young adults who recently ...
California approves 1st state-funded guaranteed income plan
Expert calls proposed changes 'woefully overdue.' Task force recommendations reflect Milwaukee Journal Sentinel/Cap Times investigative findings.
Pentagon moves to address sex assault in National Guard, after years of failure
The postponed Tokyo Olympic Games will create new “stars and legends” despite a one-year delay, fragmented preparations and the absence of fans in the stadiums, International Olympic Committee ...
Olympics – IOC’s Bach confident of sporting success in Tokyo despite pandemic
The postponed Tokyo Olympics will create new "stars and legends," despite a one-year delay, fragmented preparations, and the absence of fans in the stadiums, ...
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